
http://ickr.com/photos/thomasclaveirole/538819881/

Building Flickr Stats



Hello!



I work at Flickr

http://ickr.com/photos/straup/2647208007/

Paul Hammond



2.8 billion photos

http://ickr.com/photos/jimmyroq/415506736/



2.8 billion photos

http://ickr.com/photos/jimmyroq/415506736/

35,000 photos per second







UPDATE Photos SET count_views = count_views + 1 
WHERE id = 2848768996



Idea:

More info on how and when your photos are viewed



The team



Dathan

http://ickr.com/photos/allspaw/110481321/



Dunstan

http://ickr.com/photos/revdancatt/2333947106/



Jude

http://ickr.com/photos/judemat/64044357/



Paul

http://ickr.com/photos/bees/2339770038/



Design ideas





















2 obvious challenges:

Drawing graphs & Storing all the data



MySQL
(our preferred hammer)



Referrers

week_start
owner_id
photo_id

referrer
mon

tue
wed
thu

fri
sat

sun
total



Referrers

week_start 1222041600
owner_id 5806
photo_id 2839428829

referrer google.com/search?q=sunset
mon 0

tue 0
wed 2
thu 0

fri 4
sat 0

sun 0
total 6



INSERT INTO Referrers 
(week_start,photo_id,owner_id,referrer,tuesday,total) 

VALUES 
(1222041600,2839428829,5806,'google.com/',1,1) 



INSERT INTO Referrers 
(week_start,photo_id,owner_id,referrer,tuesday,total) 

VALUES 
(1222041600,2839428829,5806,'google.com/',1,1) 

ON DUPLICATE KEY UPDATE 
tuesday = tuesday + 1, total = total + 1



SELECT * FROM Referrers 
WHERE 

photo_id = 1234 
AND 

week_start = 1222041600 
AND

wednesday != 0



SELECT SUM(total) FROM Referrers 
WHERE photo_id = 1234 



Problem:

Data growing at more than 100 gigabytes every week



300 gigabytes per server
=

3 weeks data



Solution:

Sharding



http://ickr.com/photos/laurelfan/105664510/

Buckets



/* on main database */
SELECT stats_cluster FROM Accounts 

WHERE id = 12345

/* on stats cluster 3 */
SELECT * FROM Referrers WHERE …



Need more disk space?
Add more servers and move some accounts



Problem:

Data still growing at 100 Gigabytes per week



Solution:

Make the feature Pro Only



Now “only” growing at 30 GB / Week
(note: you can’t infer how many pro users we have from these numbers)



Product decisions to solve technical problems



Problem:

Data growing at 30 Gigabytes per week
and we need all of it for all time counts



Solution:

Put all time counts in a second table



ReferrersTotals

owner_id 5806
photo_id 2839428829

referrer google.com/search?q=sunset
total 6



Do two inserts on every page load



INSERT INTO Referrers (…) 
VALUES (…)  ON DUPLICATE KEY UPDATE …;

INSERT INTO ReferrersTotals (…) 
VALUES (…)  ON DUPLICATE KEY UPDATE …;



Delete daily data older than 5 weeks



Problem:

2 tables get out of sync



If you display two numbers that don’t add up
someone will notice



Solution:

Wrap the inserts in a transaction



BEGIN TRANSACTION;

INSERT INTO Referrers (…) 
VALUES (…)  ON DUPLICATE KEY UPDATE …;

INSERT INTO ReferrersTotals (…) 
VALUES (…)  ON DUPLICATE KEY UPDATE …;

COMMIT;



(btw: we’re hiring DBAs)



Problem:

Writing stats data slows down page generation times 
for viewers



http://ickr.com/photos/srgblog/702008505/

Sometimes MySQL needs to queue transactions
but we don’t want the viewer to wait



Solution:

Deferred writes



http://ickr.com/photos/miss_pupik/39863053/

Send the message, hope it gets through, move on



Database
Web

Server

http://ickr.com/photos/straup/123436891/

Serguei
(he’s Russian)



Database
Delayed 

Write 
Daemon

Web
Server



Database
Delayed 

Write 
Daemon

Web
Server

this bit is fast



Problem:

Reading data is too slow



Solution:

Indexes



http://ickr.com/photos/audreyjm529/155024495/

Without indexes, MySQL will check every single 
row to see if it matches the WHERE clause



With an index, it can grab just the relevant rows

http://ickr.com/photos/melindashelton/371036381/



Flickr Engineering Rule:
No unindexed queries in public pages



Problem:

Limit on how many columns we can index



Indexes slow down writes and increase disk usage



Solution:

Batch Processing



http://ickr.com/photos/melindashelton/371036381/



http://ickr.com/photos/gaetanlee/1346018522/



Every night, read in all of yesterday’s data
and create summary tables



Flickr Engineering Rule:
No unindexed queries in public pages



Flickr Engineering Rule:
No unindexed queries in public pages

Flickr Engineering Rule:
No unindexed queries in public pages



SELECT SUM(monday) AS count FROM Referrers 
WHERE owner_id = 12 AND week_start = 1222041600

INSERT INTO graphviews 
(user_id, date, views)

VALUES
(12, '2008-09-22', 134)



Problem:

Still too much data!



Solution:

Make people ask for stats





Another product decision 
solving a technical problem



Problem:

“But can we have 4 weeks of data ready 
for them when they upgrade?”



Solution:

Cheaper storage



http://ickr.com/photos/swanksalot/2591215972/



No live queries, no indexes
just record data for 4 weeks



MyISAM InnoDB

table level locking row level locking
occasionally corrupts almost never corrupts

insanely fast reads better read/write performance
low disk/memory usage high disk/memory usage

no transactions transactions

mysql default the right choice
(most of the time)



Flickr Engineering Rule:
Use InnoDB



We used MyISAM



Problem:

Moving data between systems takes a long time



Solution:

Ofine tasks



http://ickr.com/photos/glass_window/671961732/

Queuing System



MySQL
(still our preferred hammer)



INSERT INTO OfineTasks
(id, type, args, date_create) 

VALUES 
(12345, 'stats_upgrade', '5806', 1221659081)



function offline_stats_upgrade($task){
$user_id = $task["args"];

# do the upgrade here

return "ok";
}



SELECT * FROM OfineTasks 
ORDER BY date_create LIMIT 1



$row = db_query("SELECT * FROM Ofine…");
$func = "ofine_{$row[type]}";
call_user_func_array($func, array($row));



DELETE FROM OfineTasks WHERE id = 12345





Ofine tasks are incredibly useful



http://ickr.com/photos/pagedooley/2121472112/

But what about the graphs?



Server Side:
ImageMagick, GD, Batik etc 





Client Side:
Flash, Canvas, SVG, Silverlight







http://code.google.com/p/explorercanvas/



Flickr uses most of these methods
(and some others) 







Same image for everyone 
so easy to generate once a night





<div 
class="bar"
style="width: 29px; height: 183px;"

>&nbsp;</div>

<div 
class="bar"
style="width: 29px; height: 300px;"

>&nbsp;</div>





Javascript & Canvas:
lightweight and easy to integrate

with existing site Javascript



http://ickr.com/photos/glass_window/671961732/

Ross









“There’s only a few million permutations.
We can render them all up front”









GD and Imagemagick are slow
and take up a lot of memory





Do we need to generate the graph on the y?
How much interaction?

How pretty do you want it to be?



Details







What’s the rst day of the week?







Ofine tasks
Sharding

Database indexes
Summary tables





Iterative design & development
Product and design solutions to technical problems

Hard work
Details matter



Thank you!

http://www.paulhammond.org/2008/ickrstats
All images licensed under Creative Commons or used with permission


